
Geology. - Origin of the Dutch coast. By J. H. F. UMBGROVE. 

(Communicated at the meeting of February 22, 1947.) 

1. According to prevailing opinions the Dutch coast originated as a 
large spit which grew from Sangatte near Calais towards the North and 
North-East under the influence of ti dal currents passing from the Atlantic 
Ocean towaros the North Sea by way of the Englisih ChanneI. 

Marine day - ûhe so-called old sea day - accumulated in the bay 
behind the spit. Afterwards the bay be<:ame a fresh-water lake in which 
a few meters of peat accumulated. 

In a still later stage the sea broke througth the sand-bars. lts deposits 
are called young sea day (fig. 1). 

This hypothesis has been propagated by TESCH in several publica
tions 1). A synopsis of this point of vi'ew may be seen in the grapthic 
representation, fig. 2. It shows the thickness of the respective strata, the 
supposed time of their origin and the situation of sea-Ievel during the last 
7000 years. 

Before entering in.to a discussion of TESCH'S hypothesis yet another 
feature of the coast must be mentioned. The sand formation along the 
Dutch coast consists of two elements which are of different ages. The 
ol der element is a set of parallel low sand barriers. Part of the Westernmost 
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Fig. 1. Schematic block-diagram of part of the Dutch coast between 
The Hague and Leyden. 

1) P. TESCH, Duinstudie I-XIII (Tijdschr. Kon. Ned. Aardrijksk. Genootsch. 37-38, 
1920-1930) . 

P. TESCH. De vorming van de Nederlandsche duinkust. . (Wolters, Groningen 1935.) 
P. TESCH, Over de woorden Laagveen en Hoogveen. (Tijdschr. Kon. Aardrijksk. 

Genootsch. 57, 1940.) 
p, TESCH, De Noordzee (Mededeel. Rijks Geol. Dienst, A no. 9, 1942). 
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of these ridges is covered by the more r,ecent and much higher dunes as 
illustrated in the schema tic block~diagram fig. 1. The old sand ridges are 
considered as old dunes by TESCH. The supposed age of the formation 
of the two coastal e1ements is also indicated in fhe graph (Hg. 2). 
Another remarkable feature is that the "old dunes" are intersected abrupt~ 
ly by the coast South of The Hague. 

Origtnally it was supposed by EUGÈNE DUBOlS 2) tihat the material of 
the dunes had derived from the rocks that onee formed the cOThIlection 
between France and England. From t<his it followed that the time of 
origin of the Dutdh coast coincided wi~h the time of origin of the open 
sea~connection between the Atlantic and the North Sea, i.e. the opening 
of Dover straits. 

From 1:Ihat moment on the spit would have grown by the accumulation 
oferosion products of the rocks that formerly eonnected England and 
France. 

2. However, it later beca~e appareilit that the Dover straits dates from 
an earli:er epoch than the time of origin of 1:Ihe Dutdhcoast. 

A petrological investigation of bottom samples from the Nort Sea, car~ 
ried out by BAAK 3) yielded a quite different result. For it appeared that 
a great part of the dune sand derived from land areas in the Sou th East, 
certainly not from the Dover straits and the English Channel. 

Moreover VAN VEEN 4) pointed out that the coast has more the c'ha~ 
ract'er of a lido or sand barrier coast Wlhich means that the oid sand 
:harriers were more a product of forces working in a ,direction at right 
angles to rhe coast than of the pr,edominant lateralrgrowth of a spit. 

The rSa:Ille autlhor demonstralte!d in a convindng manner that there is no 
sand transport of any si'gnificance from the Dov,er straits towards the 
Dutch coast at preS'eilit. Therefore, it remained a puz,z.le What caused the 
sUidden accumulation of the dunes in the nine1:lh century A.D. No satis~ 
factoryexplanation !bas beengiven as yet. 

AccordiIllg to TESCH the wrhole sequence of deposits formed durinlg an 
uninterrupted rise of sea~level, the amount of w'hich is shown by the in~ 
clination of jjhe curve in thegraph, fig. 2. 

However, in the year 1929 Miss B. POLAK 5) published the results of 

2) E . DUBOIS, Over het ontstaan en de geologische geschiedenis van Vennen, venen 
en zeeduinen. (Arch. du Musée Teyler, ser. 3, vol. 4. 1919.) 

3) J. A. BAAK, Regional petrology of the Southern North Sea. (Acad. Thesis, 
Leiden 1936.) BAAK ascribed a Scandinavian origin to part of the sands (the so-called 
A~group). Possibly. however. these were transported also by the Rhine. (See J. I. S. 
ZONNEVELD, Beschouwingen naar aanleiding van de korrelgrootte der zware mineralen 
in zandige sedimenten. Geolog. en Mijnbouw, 8, 1946, p. 103.) 

4) J. VAN VEEN, Onderzoekingen in de hoofden (Acad. Thesis, Leiden 1936). 
5) B. POLAK, Een onderzoek naar de botanische samenstelling van het Ho\landsche 

veen (Acad. thesis, Amsterdam. 1929). 
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a botanical examinaJ1:ion of the peat deposits. She clearly demlOIllStrated 
that the peat of the WIestern provinces is no ww level bog~peat thatgrew 
under freshwater conditions. 

Instead. she proved th at it be10ngs to the type called upland moor or 
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Fig. 2. Graphic representation of Dr. TESCH's hypothesis of a continuous 
rising sea-!evel. 

Sphagnum peat. which means that it Igrew under tIerrestrial conditions. 
It is imrpossilble to reconcile these results witJh fhe theory ,of a continuously 
rising sea-Ievel. There could not be the slightest chance for the develop
ment of land conditions behind rthe sand barriers because thes'e barrÏJers 
had S'wera'lg'arpsthrough w'hich thesea 'had free passage. There must 
evidently have been gaps from the very beg inning even if there were no 
other reason than the necessary outlet of the water from the great rivers. 
And we 'know tfuat such a 'gap is widened and scoured cut by the sea. In 
the case of a continuoU'sly rising sea-Ievel. as supposed by TEseH. tlhe 
area of the cId sea-cIay could not poS'sLbly become a fres'ruwater lake. A 
fortiori it could not ~han'ge to a land surfac,e on whi<lh the upland moor or 
Sphalgnum peat could start to ,grow. 

We do n.ot know ihorw far fue barriers ex'tended Southwal1d. but at any 
rare w,e need not look for a ,connection with a local spit near Calais. 

3. The peat beds give convincing evidence th at their formation had 
been made possible by a re1ative falll of slea..;!evel. 'J1he ,graplh has to be 
altered accordingly (fig. 3). Such a proc'eoore implies the acceptance of a 
subsequent relative rise of the s,ea in more recent times. For without arti
ficia} human conrstructions present sea-1evel would extent twice as far 
Eastward as it did during the formation of the old sea clay. Moreover 
the lorwer surface .of the peat filOIW lies 4 IIlldres below sea-level. 

A,s a matter of f,act such a retreat .of the sea was cTaimed by LORIÉ G) 
as early as 1893. a'nd afterwards by C. A. WEBER arud J. VAN BAREN aoo 

6) J. LORIÉ. Binnenduinen en bodembewegingen. Tijdschr. Kon. Ned. Aardr. Gen. 
10. 1893. 
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again recently by GODWIN 7). But their opmlOn was rejected by TESCH 
who ihas propagated a formation of the peat layel's under conditions of 
continued rise of sea~level8). 
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Fig. 3. Relative move ment of sea-level wh en supposing a stabie land surface. 

4. Now, however, we may correot the term relative fall of sea~level 
and say that it was a true or so~called eustatic 'Iowering 'of iSea~Ievel. 

As early as 1919 DALY 9) came to suspect a subrecent eustatic 10wering 
of sea~level by a few metres that he placed 3000 to 4000 years ago. Wave~ 
cut benches at approximately the same amount of some 6 metres above 
sea~level we re found in the Pacific, the East~IIlIdies, Africa, the Atlantk, 
America, in fact all over the world. 

Of course emerg.ence of a coastal tract need not be found in areas of 
a notabie subsidence of the bottom like Holland. But Holland would 
look very differenlt, if no subrecentlowering of se~level had taken place; 
andcertainly there would !he no Sphagnum peat deposits in the area 
directly behind the coastal dunes. 

The regression of the seaas weB as the formation of the peat probably 
coincides approximately with the Sub~Boreal epoch which started about 
4000 years ago 10). 

The amount of the emerg.ence shown by more stabie parts of the earth 
is .of paramount importance f,or unta'ng1ing the interwoven eHects of sea~ 
level movement and land movement in Holland. Por even if sea~level 

dropped by an unknown amount, say 6 + x metres and rose sulbsequently, 
there always rema~ns an eustatic drop of sea~level of 6 metres since the 
Sub~Boreal regression started. On the other hand an accurate dating of 
the poot deposits ~n Holland is at the same time .of importance for an 
estimate .of the age of tlhe 6 metre terraces as far away as the C'entral 
Pacific! 

Por the sake of simplicity an amount of 6 metres will be used in our 

7) H. GODWoIN, Pollen analysis and Quarternary Geology (Proc. Geol. Assoc. LIL 
1941, 1941. pp. 328-361); Coastal peatbeds of the North Sea Region, as indices of 
land- and sea-level changes (New Phytologist, 44, 1945). See also J. A. STEERS, The 
coastline of England and Wales, 1946, pp. 195 and 426--439. 

8) TESCH, op. cito 1922, p. 74; 1928, pp. 78, 79; 1935, p. 14. 
9) R. A. DAL Y, The Changing world of the ice Age (Yale Univ. Press 1934). 
10) Cf. TESCH, XIII, 1930, p. 173, and 1942, Table 1. 
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further considerations, although one need not ,expect lexactly the s'ame 
amount all oVier the world. 

A first attempt at analysis of the Ï'nterplay of the true events that 
occurred is shown in the curves of fig. 4. The full~drawn line shows the 
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Fig. 4. Analysis of movements of sea-Ievel and subsidence of the bottom, a first rough 
approximation. 

supposed su:bsidence of the land at a constant ra te of 21 cm per century 
during the last 4000 years. The dot~dash line represents the Sub~Boreal fall 
of sea~level by an amount of 6 metres. At the point where the two curves 
intersect, the transgression of the sea starts in Holland. The Sub~Boreal 
reg1ression was eustatic and worldwide. It was, moreover, directly or in~ 
directly, due to glada'l changes. On {he other hand the transgression that 
started ahout A.D. 850 was regional and caused by subsidence of the 
bottom which in Holland resulted in a relative rise of sea~level. According 
to 1:Ihe esttmanes given just now tnis relative rise may have amounted to 
approximanely 2 meters since A.D. 850. 

The dot~dash line shows a small undulation at the extreme right. 
GUTENBERG 11) found from the records of 71 tide gauges over 1:Ihe whole 
world that si1nce albout ] 885 sea~level has risen at a secular rate of a:bout 
12 cm. lt is well known t'hat the ,g ladel\S and ice~caps héWe shrunkal!l over 
the worM in ,thecourse of tlhe last c,entury and tlhis apparently is the cause 
of the eustatic lrise of sea~level. 

If this amount be added to the 21 cm subsidence of the land, tide~ 

gauges in the Western coastal districts of Holland ought to show a relative 
rise of sea~level of 33 cm. Now 30 cm is the amount caku'lated hy RAMAER, 

and VAN VEEN forthe period betw,een the years 1880 and 1920. A diagram 
in a publication by ESCHER 12) illustr,ates this phenomenon very dearly. It 

11) B. GUT:EN8ERG, Changes in sea-Ievel, post-glacial uplift, and mobiliw of the 
earth's interior (Bull. Geol. Soc. America, 52, 1941). 

12) B. G. ESCHER, Het vraagstuk van de daling van den bodem van Nederland 
(Geologie en Mijnbouw 1940, pp. 173-196). 
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shows moreover the increasing movement of later times whicih is obvioulSly 
due to the additionaleustatic rise. 

5. Notwithstanding the remarkable agreement with the records of 
tide~gauges the graph of Hg. 4 nas to be regarded as a first and rough 
approximation. The construction of a more accurate curve, as tentatively 
shown by fig. 5, is a procedure whi,ch meets great diHkulties. For there 
are several uncertain factors. (1) One is the preliminary character of the 
time scale, the starting point of the Sub~Boreal faB of sea~level being only 
approximately at 2000 B.C. (2) Another uncertain factor is the exact 
amount of the Sub~Boreal faB of sea~level. (3) Then, the subsidence of the 
land is represented by a straight line in fig. 4. It may be that it has to be 
replaced by an undulating Hne s:howing one or more a<lcelerations and 
retardaUons as drawn i'n thecurve of fig. 5. (4) Probably the movement 
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Fig. 5. Tentative curves for the movement of sea-level and subsidence of the bottom. 

of sea~leve1 was aLso inter.mittent 13). However, the exact place of the 
retardations as weB as the steepness of the sea~level curve are entirely 
arbitrary. (5) The subsidence line intersedsthe sea-,teve1curve at A.D. 
850. From historical data this seems the right point for the Western part 
of Holland. It Ls quite weB possible that a differt epoch is more probable 
in other ,districts and then !!he graph has to be altered accordingly. 

In Flanders, for example, the point of intersection seems to be at an 
earHer date, viz. approximately A.D. 200. (6) Accoooing to a recent paper 
by FLORSCHÜTZ 14) the boundary between Boreal and Artlantic, which is 

13) Cf. PH. H. KUENEN, Geology of coral Reefs. Snellius Exp. 1933. 
14) F. FLORSCHÜTZ, Laagterras en veen op grootere diepte onder Velzen. Tijdschr. 

Kon. Ned. Aardr. Gen. 61. 1944. 
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assumed at about - 5000 by TESCH, ought to be placed somewhat later. 
In FLoRscHüTz's opinion deposition of the old sea day started some~ 
where in tJhe dimatic sta'ge caHed Atlantic by botanists. It remains to be 
seen W1hat ihe c'Ûrrect c'hroo.ologkal dating is of thi's dimatic indication. 
ProvisionaHy the beginning of the sedimentation of the old sea day is 
inserted in the .graph of fig. 5 somewheTie between 4000 and 3000 B.C. It 
wil! 'have to be adjusted to future more accurate data. (7) But there are 
still other pittfalls. The thickness of the old sea day can not be deduced 
from the curve. FoOr althoug:h it depends on two factors which can be ex~ 
pressed by the curves (viz. rise of sea~level and subsidence) there are still 
others that cannot he inducLed in the Igraph, such as tlhe scouring and ex~ 
cavatingeffectexcerdsed by sea ... currents on the ori'ginal land surface. 

Another uncertain factor is 'the distance between sea~level and surface 
of sedimentation of the old sea day. 

Ohviously sea~level had !been l'Ûwered a certain amount bd'Ûre the sur~ 
face of the old sea day had become dry land and peat could start to grow. 

Apparently the water was not doop. This may be deduced fiTom the fol~ 
lowing comparison. At present large aTeas of HoOIland ,are ahout two metres 
below sea~lev.eI. T:he boundary of the area which i's below sea~level is, 
however, twice as far landward as the Eastern boundary of the old sea day. 

(8) Probably the peat was subjected to a strong:er compactioo. than the 
underlying sand and day ,j,a)'iers. T 'his process walS still accelerated since 
the water leV'el was l'Ûwered artifidally during the past ten centuries. Com~ 
paction ofthe sediments j,s one factor which finds expression in the subsi~ 
dence of the bottom. Accordingly the land curve of fig. 5 corresponds with 
an average su!bsidence of 12 cm per century during the period from -
3500 to - 2000,a:9'ainst 15 cm secular from - 2000 te + 850 and 18 cm 
from + 850 to present times. A'gaion theextra secular compaction of 3 cm 
before + 850 and ,of 6 cm af ter that year are figures that need further 
precision. 

(9) FinaIly, the records from tide~9'auges have to be ta:ken cum grano 
salis. In a recent paper KUENEN 15) ,has published a new table of recal~ 
culated tide~gauge records. According to his results the records show an 
uninterrupted relative riseof sea~level of same 20 om per centUil'y since 
1860. Assuming an eustatic rise of sea~level of 12 cm the bottom move~ 
ment wouLd have been in the order of 8 cm 16). If these data 'have to be 

15) PH. H, KUENEN. De zeespiegelrijzing der laatste decennia. (Tijdschr. Kon. Neder!. 
Aardr. Genootschap 62, 1945.) 

16) KUENEN gives an average subsidence of 5 cm per century, and he thinks this 
to be the right figure for langer times. Without the sub-boreal faU of sea-level an average 
of 5 cm would suffice to explain the present location of the upper surface of the young 
sea-clay. However, taking into account a faU of sea-level of 6 meters the subsidence must 
have been in the order of 21 cm secular. The same amount is needed to explain the 
situation of North- and South-Holland at an average of two meters below present 
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regarded as wen estabLished the result would point to a slowintg down of 
the subsidence. This possibility is tentatÏiVely indi.cated at the utmost right 
of the .graphs. However, I believe that all these data have a preliminary 
character a-nd that an accuratecalculation of tfhese amounts have to be left 
until more trustworthy data will !he availaJble. All these remarks show the 
provisional character of fi,g. 5. The graph has no other meaning than a 
preliminary attempt at illustrating the events that co~operated in the for~ 
mation of the coastal districts of the Western provinces of Holland. 

6. A second problem is solved if the Sub~Boreal regression and the 
subsequent regional transgression be accept ed. For now the destruction 
of the "old dunes" and the reasons for the formation of the new dunes are 
no long·er a puzzle. The location of t1he coastline hef.ore the last trans,gil'es~ 

sion, i.e. bef.or.e the Romans arrÏiVed ,is well illustrated 'in a map by VAN 

VEEN. Sinc,e then the coast has receded in many places, f:Or exampIetwo 
kilometers near Den Helder between A;D. 1571 and 1866 17 ). 

The shape of the ooast adjusted Ï'tseH to the re1ative rise of sea~level and 
the prevailing system of currents as has been fully described by VAN VEEN. 

The present shape of the coast dissects the trend of the former coast and 
the oid sand barriers. 

The sea received a .great quantity of sand not only from tfhe demolished 
"old dunes" , but also from deeper parts due to the adjustment of the sub~ 
marine profile to the new coalStline (the stippled part of Jig. 6 as weLI as 
the part that shows vertical shading) . Tlhis material was heaped up in thç 
younger dunes. As a result of the then and still prevailing strong Westerly 
(SW and NW) winds, ·the dunes are formations which are very different 
from the low and parallel 'sand harriers, which were predommantly mo~ 
delled by the action of the sea. 

PRESENT SEA -LEVEL 

SEA-LEVEL ABOUT 
1000 YEARS AGO 

SHORf-UNE 

: 

PRESENT 
SHOREïLlNE 

Fig. 6. Schematic section illustrating origin of dunes and changing submarine profile, 
due to a relative rise of se a-level. 

The relative ri se of sea~leve1 caused many invasions of the sea (leaving 
the younger sea day deposits behind). At this stage man was forced to 
occupy himself intensively with the situation. Gradually dikes and canals 

sea-!evel. KUENEN'S estimate of 5 cm was an average for the whole coast. For North 
and South Holland, the provinces we have considered, he is inclined to assume about 
10 cm (persona! communication) , 

17) VAN VEEN, op. cito p. 141, fig . 117. 
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weve huilt; in short a syS'tem of polders came into existence in order to 
drain the land of the Western provinces which are actually a few metres 
belo:w sea~level. 

7. It is difficult to say wh at thecauS'e is of ·the sug.g,ested downward 
movement of the land surface. Three factors may have heen of special 
influence viz. (1) compaction of the sediments, (2) suhsidence of the peri~ 
pheral heIt around tJhe last Scandinavian ice.,cap, (3) accelerated subsidence 
of the basement. The Netherlands form part of the so~called North Sea 
Basin. Subs~dence of the floor of the hasin started in the Permian and 
continues up to our days at an average rate of 0.4 cm per century 18). But 
undoubtedly periods of accelerated and retarded subsidence alternated. 
Apparently we are livi,ng in a period ofacceLerated subsidence. No data 
are avaHa!ble on Wihich a quantitative eS'timate of the influence of each 
factor can be based. As mentioned in secNon (5) the compaction of the 
subrecent sediments is estimated tentativ,ely at 3 up to 6 cm secular 
since 2000 B.C. The combill'ed effect of tihe three factors certainly SUI~ 
passes tJhe average subsidence taken over long ,geological periods. For 
even the left part of the subsidence curve of fig. 5 shows an average rtJ.ove~ 
ment of 12 cm per century. 

The structural boundary of the North Sea basin is formed by the massif 
of Brabant in the South and by the axis of Erkelenz in the East. During 
the lonig history of the basin its shape underwent some ohang,es. The Ibasin 
of London formed as a prolongation in its Soutruwestern corner in Tertiary 
times. A structural map of the pre~Pleistocene surface shows the isobases 
of - 50 and - 100 metres to run nearly at right angles to the axis of 
Erkelenz in the Northeastern part of the Netherlands 19). In the same way 
a prolongation of the basin originated in a Southwestern direction thus 
forming a depression right across the former prolongation of tJhe Brahant 
Massif. 

T 'hIs area covers part of the coastal distridsof Belg,ium as far Soutlh as 
the neighbourhood of Calais. As a matter of fact the Holocene sequence 
of strata in Flanders strongly resembles that of Holland 20). It seems, 
however, th at the last relative fise of sea~leveI took placebetween A.D 
200 anid 500 in this area 21). On tJhe other hand a shore~line at ahout 5 
metres above present sea~leveI was mentioned by several authors from 
the coasts of the Mediterranean and the Atlantic coast of Northern France 

18) Cf., UMBGROVE. Periodical events in the North Sea basin. Geolog. Magaz. 82, 
1945, p. 238, Table A and The Pulse of the Earth, Sec. ed. 1947, pp. 312-313. 

19) P. TESCH. Tektonische lijnen in Nederland. Geologie en Mijnbouw 1932, p. 233, 
kaart 2. 

20) R. BLAN'CHARD. L'Origine des Moëres de la plaine ma ri time de Flandre. Bull. de 
la Soc. de Geographie 31 (1917) pp. 337-346. 

21) Cf. TESCH. Duinstudies XIII, 1930, p. 174. 
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induding the area of the English Channel. According to BRIQUET 22) the 
5 metre level in Northern France originated during the third or Riss gla~ 
ciation. That sea~level was h~lgher than it is now during the greatest 
Pleistocene ,glaciation would !he an absurd supposition. At any rate 
BRIQUET asserts that ~he successiV'e fODmation of the Flandrian days, peat 
deposits antd Dunkirk clays - which posslibly corr,espond respectively 
\Vith the old sea day, peat, and young sea day in the coastal district of 
HoIland 23) - took place af ter the fODmation of the 5 metre level. There 
is, however, no relialble basis for a correlation of the 5 m shore~lines in the 
area of the English Channel with the eustatic fall of sea~level of Sub~Boreal 
times. Tectonic and isostatic forces may have interfered. For the same 
reason fhere is still great confusion conceDning the correlation of higher 
terra ces 24). 

At any rate, however, the "Sub~Borear' regres sion must be taken into 
account for the explanation of any coastal district if this p'henomenon is 
considered of world~wide importance. The aim of the present paper ~s to 
show its importance f,ox a good understanding of the ori'gin of the Dutch 
coast. 

22) A. BR,IQUET, Le littoral du Nord de la France et son évolution morphologique. 
(A. Colin, Paris 1930) p. 395. 

23) G. DUBOIS', Classification du Qua.ternaire du Nord de la France et comparaison 
avec Ie Quarternaire danois. C. R. Ac. des Sci. 179, 1924. 

G. DUBOIS, Reserches SUl' les terrains quarternaires du NOl'd de la France. Mém. Soc. 
géol. du Nord, tome VIII, no. 1, 1924, pp. 1-335. 

24) BLANC gives, fol' example, an interpl'etation of coastal terra ces in the Mediterranean 
which differs in many respects from the well-known stheme of DÉPERET. Cf. 
A . C. BLANC, Low levels of the Mediterranean sea during the Pleistocene Glaciation. 
(Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc. London, vol. 93, 1937, pp. 621-651). 


